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Abstract
It is widely accepted that data is fundamental for research and should therefore be cited as textual scientific
publications. However, issues like data citation, handling and counting the credit generated by such citations,
remain open research questions.
Data credit is a new measure of value built on top of data citation, which enables us to annotate data
with a value, representing its importance. Data credit can be considered as a new tool that, together with
traditional citations, helps to recognize the value of data and its creators in a world that is ever more
depending on data.
In this paper we define Data Credit Distribution (DCD) as a process by which credit generated by
citations is given to the single elements of a database. We focus on a scenario where a paper cites data
from a database obtained by issuing a query. The citation generates credit which is then divided among
the database entities responsible for generating the query output. One key aspect of our work is to credit
not only the explicitly cited entities, but even those that contribute to their existence, but which are not
accounted in the query output.
We propose a data Credit Distribution Strategy (CDS) based on data provenance and implement a
system that uses the information provided by data citations to distribute the credit in a relational database
accordingly.
As use case and for evaluation purposes, we adopt the IUPHAR/BPS Guide to Pharmacology (GtoPdb),
a curated relational database. We show how credit can be used to highlight areas of the database that are
frequently used. Moreover, we also underline how credit rewards data and authors based on their research
impact, and not merely on the number of citations. This can lead to designing new bibliometrics for data
citations.
Keywords: Data Citation, Data Provenance, Data Credit Distribution

1. Introduction
Citations are the “currency” of the scientific world and are essential for the dissemination of knowledge
and scientific development. They can be considered as fundamental basis to achieve scholarship, and the key
to give credit to authors, papers, and venues [61]. In this context, they serve multiple purposes: crediting
an idea, paying homage to pioneers, reflecting one’s knowledge of literature, or as a critique to the work
of others [23, 24]. Citations are used as a criterion to decide on tenure, promotion, hiring, and funding
grants [25, 34, 38, 43].
Nowadays, science and research are mainly digital, and (traditional) papers are no longer the sole source
of knowledge and citations. Indeed, curated scientific databases – which are “populated and updated with
a great deal of human effort” [14] – are numerous and at the core of current scientific research [15].
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As globally accepted, data must be cited and citable [19, 22, 39]. There is also a growing belief that
data citations should contribute to scientific reputation of researchers, scientists, data curators, and creators [5, 54]. Data citations should be also counted alongside traditional citations and contribute to bibliometrics indicators [10, 47]. The rise of FAIR (Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability)
principles [57] further propels the need to cite data and count data citations. Such necessary practices
shed light on the work of the creators and curators of datasets, work that would otherwise remain uncredited [6, 13, 20, 58, 62]. Much of the work in the current literature considers the development of data citation
as a driving force to “facilitate giving scholar credit” [41].
How to credit data creators and curators with the correct level of granularity is one of the central aspects
of data citation research. Data is often cited at the “database level” or the the “webpage level”. In the
first case, the whole database is cited, therefore all credit goes to database key personnel. In the second
case the database has a website with webpages that can be cited instead. These pages are obtained by data
aggregated by topic through the use of specific queries, and are built in a way to resemble a traditional
research paper. Often the creators and curators of the webpages data are not credited or only marginally
credited for their work. [4].
This lack of recognition greatly hinders the sharing of data and research results, as highlighted by the
“research parasites” controversy [40], i.e. researchers who steal the work of others for their own ends.
Appropriate data citation is therefore essential for a healthy collaboration among researchers.
Hence, research on (data) credit attribution – i.e. Data Credit Distribution (DCD) – has been recently
attracting increasing attention [29, 37, 60]. Nevertheless, DCD has the goal to improve and expand the reach
of data citation techniques, but it is not an alternative to it. This means that to employ DCD techniques,
data citations (at any level of granularity) must be available.
Data credit herein is considered as a data value measure in a (curated) database. The concept of “data”
is left intentionally vague, since credit can be assigned to data of any kind and level of granularity – e.g.,
to a single attribute, record, table, on-the-fly generated data set or database as a whole. The credit on a
“datum” of any kind, size, and nature, can be assigned as a real positive value, acting as a proxy of a value
measured in terms of citations, accesses, clicks, downloads or other surrogates for data use. We call DCD
the process, method, or algorithm employed to assign credit to a given datum or data set.
As example, let us consider a scientific paper p1 presenting a new drug α to treat the disease β caused by
a variation of the gene γ. Evidence on gene-disease association β-γ is based on the record r1 in the curated
database D. The “value” of the citation from p1 to r1 can be transformed into an amount of credit x (e.g.,
x = 1): the way in which x is assigned to r1 is what we call Credit Distribution Strategy (CDS). If we assign
all the credit x to r1 , then all and only the curators of r1 are credited. Whereas, if we assign x to D, then
all and only the database administrators are credited – this is what typically happens when we cite data
papers as proxies for the databases they describe [20]. On the other hand, if we distribute x in part to r1
and in part to other records, say r2 and r7 , which somehow contributed to the generation of r1 , then the
curators of r1 , r2 and r7 are credited. The amount of credit given to r1 , r2 and r7 is an additional aspect of
CDS.
DCD can therefore be used as a tool alongside citations to reward data and/or data creators and curators.
DCD differs from common citation procedures that we are accustomed to, in particular:
1. In a traditional setting, when a paper cites another paper, one citation is given to the cited paper (and
to its authors). It does not matter why and how paper p1 is citing paper p2 : 1 the result is always a
+1 “credit” from p1 to p2 and thus a +1 to the citation count of the authors of p2 . With a different
credit distribution strategy, the “value” given to the cited entity can be proportional to the role played
in the citing entity.
2. Traditional citations are considered as atomic. One citation from p1 to p2 can never be broken into
pieces and assigned in part to p2 and in part to other papers or data, which contributed to p2 . This is
due to the intrinsic difficulty in grasping the role and “weight” of the other papers and data, and in
1 Worth noting that there is vast research on the topic and many alternative proposals, but none of them currently work on
a large scale.
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automating the credit assignment process. Instead, we consider data credit as a non-atomic real value,
which can be divided and distributed to multiple components of a database. Hence, we can weigh the
importance of the cited entities and assign credit according to their role, as proposed to some extent
in a traditional setting by the zp-index [61] for the role of authors in a paper.
This paper focuses on the distribution of the credit generated by data citations over relational databases
(RDBs). We also consider the most common scenarios where papers cite data obtained by a query over the
RDB.
The following reasons motivate the study on RDBs:
• RDBs are pervasive in the scientific world. Most scientific curated databases are relational. RDBs are
the main focus of data citation methods as much of the work discusses how to cite them and get them
cited [15, 17, 48]. Moreover, many scientific curated RDBs are accessible via Webpages dynamically
generated via queries to the database.
• RDBs, being well-consolidated technologies, are widely used. The “relational database market alone
has revenue upwards of $50B” [1]. Known outside the database community, they are often the test-bed
for new methods that can be adapted to other databases, e.g., graphs or document databases.
• In an RDB, the data portions that can be credited may easily be defined. In particular, we consider
the following: (i) the whole database, (ii) the tables, and (iii) the tuples.
Overview of the DCD pipeline. In Figure 1, the DCD process is graphically represented. The problem
input is an RDB instance I, a query Q, and the credit represented as a real value k ∈ R>0 .
The process to split and distribute k is based on the data provenance methods presented in [21]. The
provenance of Q(I) describes the data generation process undertaken by Q, and the data used in I to
generate the output. There are several kinds of data provenance for RDBs [21]. In this paper we focus on a
specific provenance method known as lineage [26]. The lineage of a tuple t in the output of Q(I) is the set
of all and only the tuples used by Q to generate that given tuple t. It is, therefore, useful to know which
tuples in I deserve credit. The lineage is computed in step 1.
The provenance is the input for the computation of the Credit Distribution Strategy (CDS) in step 2.
The CDS is a function that distributes k on the basis of data provenance. It is therefore closely related to
the kind of provenance computed in step 1. Hence, in this work we describe a CDS based on lineage, even
if it can be defined by different strategies which, in turn, depend on the provenance method adopted. CDS
functions are to be defined on the basis of citation policies decided at the database administration level or,
even better, at the domain community level. Certainly, we are in a one-solution-does-not-fit-all scenario,
but CDS can be defined with great variability and flexibility, thus allowing for ample customization.
The computed CDS is finally used to assign credit to different tuples in the database (step 3).
Our testbed is a well-known curated database, the IUPHAR/BPS2 Guide to Pharmacology [33], also
known as GtoPdb3 , which contains expertly curated information about diseases, drugs, cellular drug targets
and their mechanisms of action. We chose GtoPdb for two main reasons: (i) it is a widely-used and valuable
curated relational database, (ii) many papers in the literature use and cite its data (i.e., families, ligands,
and receptors). Real queries used in papers can therefore be seen as data citations which, in turn, can be
used to assign data credit.
This work presents different DCD scenarios which consider the queries issued on GtoPdb and how the
credit associate to citations can be distributed.
The first set of experiments shows how uniform distribution of credit can highlight parts of the database,
according to their relevance to one “topic”.
The second set of experiments assigns credit following a Pareto distribution, i.e. a few queries are issued
several times assigning much more credit than the others. These experiments serve to show how credit
highlights “hotspots” in the database where data are used the most.
2 International
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Figure 1: Overview of the credit distribution pipeline.

In the third set of experiments, real queries are extracted from papers citing GtoPdb. Differences in
behavior are observed between citations count and data crediting. In particular, credit can help reward
authors with fewer citation whose work may greatly impact research communities. This experiment reveals
not only how credit rewards data, but also how it differs from citations count in rewarding papers and
authors.
Our paper contributes to the following:
• Defining Data Credit Distribution with specific focus on RDB;
• Defining data Credit Distribution Strategy and its implementation based on lineage;
• In-depth analysis of the effects of credit distribution over real-world curated data and the differences
compared to traditional citation counts.
Outline. The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related works; Section 3 describes
the use case we adopted; section 4 defines in detail Data Credit Distribution and our method to solve it;
in Section 5 we present the evaluation of our approach. Finally, Section 7 presents our conclusions and
potential future work.
2. Related Work
Data in Research. We are experiencing rapid transition towards the fourth paradigm of science, dataintensive scientific discovery, where data are important for scientific advances as well as for traditional
publications [9]. More and more scientific data from different scientific domains like astronomy, geology,
pharmacology, medicine, and geo-spatial science are contained in, and made available through, structured,
evolving, and often distributed curated databases [15].
The scientific community is, therefore, promoting an open research culture [45] founded on methods and
tools to share, discover, and access experimental data. Scientific databases should be FAIR [57] (Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable). In particular, data should be accessible from the articles, journals,
and papers that cite or use them [23].
Research aspects such as reproducibility of experiments, the availability of scientific data, and the connection between data and scientific results are all relevant to the domain of data citation [35].
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Data Citation: Principles. Data Citation principles were first described in detail in [22]. They were
later summarized and endorsed by the Joint Declaration of Data Citation Principles (JDDCP) [41].
The principles are divided into two groups. The first contains principles concerning the role of data
citation in scholarly and research activities; the second defines the main guidelines to establish a data
citation system [53].
The first group contains such concepts as: (i) importance, why data citation is important and why data
should be considered as first-class citizen; (ii) credit and attribution; (iii) evidence; (iv) verifiability (these
last 3 principles derive from the idea that people and institution responsible for the creation and maintenance
of data should receive appropriate citations to their work); (v) interoperability, which requires data citation
methods to be flexible enough to operate through different communities.
The second group of principles defines the requisites for data citation methods. These include: (i) unique
identification of the data being cited, based on machine-actionable methods; (ii) (open) access to data; (iii)
guaranteeing that persistence and availability of citations even after the lifespan of the cited entity (i.e.,
fixity of the citation); and (iv) specificity, i.e., a citation must lead to the data set originally cited.
Data Citation: Motivations. The main motivation behind the study and pursuit of data citation is that
“data in research are as valuable as papers and monographs” [8].
Six motivations for data citation, shared by many scientific fields, can be outlined [53]:
• Data attribution, identifying the individuals that should be credited and/or accountable for data with
variable granularity.
• Data connection, connecting papers to the data being used.
• Data Discovery, citations to data records or subsets may act as entry points to data otherwise not
findable via search engines.
• Data Sharing, sharing data obtained by researchers within the whole community. Currently, researchers
fear losing their competitive advantage and not receiving adequate credit for their effort [44].
• Data Impact, interpreted as a way to highlight the results obtained in writing papers using specific
data, the frequency and modality data were used. Our paper offers new input in this domain.
• Reproducibility, data citation greatly impacts the reproducibility of science [7]. Many authoritative
journals asked to share data and provide valid methodologies to reproduce experiments.
Data Citation in Relational Databases. RDBs have been the main target of data citation methods since
the surge of the data-centric research paradigm. In particular, the RDA (Resource Data Alliance)4 promoted
a working group on data citation focusing specifically on RDBs. RDA is a community-driven initiative
launched in 2013 by different commissions, including the European Commission and the United States
Government’s National Science Foundation. Its goal is to build the social and technical infrastructures to
enable open sharing and re-use of data. RDA members come together through focused Working Groups and
Interest Groups, formed by experts from all around the world (academia, the private sector and government).
The RDA “Working Group on Data Citation” 5 [48, 50] has been working in the last years on large,
dynamic and changing datasets. The working group has recently finalized its guidelines for data citation,
and has now moved on into an adoption phase. The datasets considered by the WG are in most cases
relational.
In one of its most recent sessions [51], the Working Group (WG) on Data Citation reported that there
are various implementations of its guidelines for Data Citation on MySQL/Postgres relational databases.
Some of these databases are: DEXHELPP6 (Social Security Records); NERC (ARGO Global Array); EODC
4 https://www.rd-alliance.org/
5 https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/data-citation-wg.html
6 http://www.dexhelpp.at/
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(Earth Observation Data Centre) [31]; LNEC (River dam monitoring); MDS (Million Song Database) [11];
CBMI7 (Center for Biomedical Informatics); VMC (Vermont Monitoring Cooperative); CCA8 (Climate
Change Center Austria); and, VAMDC (Virtual Atomic and Molecular Data Center) [28, 63].
All these initiatives and databases support the RDA WG specifications for Data Citation, instantiated
based on their needs and specific structures. This means that in all these databases it is possible to implement
DCD as a tool built on top of the Data Citation techniques.
More work on data citation on relational databases has been carried out outside the scope of the RDA [3,
15, 17, 27, 58]. Relational databases are pervasive in the research world and are at the basis of widely-used
curated databases; for instance the website https://fairsharing.org/ keeps a long updated list of curated
and scientific databases (many of which are relational or graph-based) following FAIR guidelines. These
databases are citable since they are complaint with the most recent guidelines, and they are in the vast
majority of cases accessible via dynamically created Webpages.
Data citation techniques are primarily applied to relational database because of their diffusion and also
because the portions of data that are to be cited are easily identified: the whole database, a relation, a tuple,
or an attribute. Many papers [3, 13, 15] consider more complex citable units, recognizing that often the
views of a database are the ones to be cited. Generally, a view is a query on the database. To this end, [58]
suggested decomposing the database in a set of views, where each view is associated to its citation. Through
a well-crafted algorithm that generates combinations of views, new citations can be built from the ones
associated with the views every time a query is issued. The most common queries over relational databases,
both for citation and view building purposes, are the so-called conjunctive queries (for a complete reference,
see [2]). These queries are “universal” across different types of database, such as relational, semistructured,
and RDF. They also simplify the reasoning process used in generating citations.
At present, the most common practices to cite databases include:
1. A database cited as a whole, even though only parts of the databases are used in the papers or
datasets. Alternatively, the so called “data papers” can be cited, being traditional papers that describe
a database [20]. An example is paper [33], which, every few years, describes the information contained
in GtoPdb. This data paper works as a proxy of the database and receives all its citations.
In this case, all the credit from the citations go to the database administrators or to the authors of
the data papers.
2. Subsets of data, obtained by issuing queries to a database, are individually cited. This is the solution
adopted by the Resource Data Alliance (RDA) working group on Data Citation [50].
In this case, the credit from citations can be distributed amongst those contributing to the portions
of data returned by the cited queries and/or to the database administrators.
3. The database is accessible via a series of Webpages that arrange the content of the database by topic or
theme. Examples in the life science domain include the Reactome Pathway database [36], the GtoPdb
[33], and the VAMDC [63]. Every single Webpage is unequivocally identifiable and can be individually
cited. These databases are particularly interesting because a single Webpage can be considered as the
output of a set of several queries issued on the database. The information extracted from these queries
is then displayed on the page, composing its sections. Thus, citing a Webpage is equivalent to citing
the set of queries used to create it. Citing only one section is equivalent to citing the single query (or
the smaller set of queries) that produced that section.
For instance, credit can be distributed amongst those who contributed to the data used to build the
Webpages and/or to those who created the Webpages and/or to the database administrators.
Despite all the research efforts dedicated to the study and promotion of data citation, none of the largest
citation-based systems, such as Elsevier Scopus, Web of Science, Microsoft Academia or Google Scholar,
consider scientific datasets as citable objects in academic work. Clarivate Analytics Data Citation Index
(DCI) [30] is notably an exception. DCI is an infrastructure that tracks of data usage in scientific domains
7 https://medicine.missouri.edu/centers-institutes-labs/center-for-biomedical-informatics
8 https://ccca.ac.at/startseite
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and provides the technical means to connect datasets and repositories to scientific papers. However, DCI
considers only citations to (previously registered and approved) databases as a whole and do not count
citations to database portions such as views, tables or tuples.
Publishers, data centers, and indexing services have started to create bidirectional links between research
data and scholarly literature. Such links, however, usually stem from agreements implemented by two organizations. They therefore lack a universally accepted industrial standard, and each agreement differs
from the other [18]. The rapid growth of bilateral agreements hinders interoperability, that is one of the
principles of data citation. In fact, this kind of agreement has generated a series of undesirable side-effects.
Many publishers, data centers, repositories, and infrastructure providers remain disconnected. Moreover,
the heterogeneity that ensues from (considerably differente) agreements and practices hinders the global interoperability among different agreements. One example of such heterogeneity may be found in identification
systems such as Digital Object Identifiers9 (DOI) and Life Science Identifiers10 (LSID).
The Scholix framework [18] addresses this issue. As community and multi-stakeholder driven effort, it
strives to facilitate information exchange between data and literature and between data and data. It can
be regarded as a framework, a set of guidelines and lightweight models to facilitate interoperability among
link providers.
Emergence of Data Credit. In recent years, the idea of crediting data and software emerged in the
academic discussion. Data credit is related to data citation, since they both refer to recognizing the work of
data creators and curators. In a sense, data credit can be seen as a by-product of data citation since credit
attribution is not possible without the citations to data.
Kats in [37] suggests the need for a modified citation system that includes the idea of transient and
fractional credit, to be used by developers of research products as software and data. This idea stems
from two observations: (i) currently, data and software are not formally rewarded or recognized; (ii) even
in traditional papers, the contribution of each author to the work is hard to understand, unless explicitly
specified in the paper. This is generally true for data, where different groups of people work on the same
database.
Therefore, in [37] credit is defined as a “quantity” that describes the importance of a research entity,
such as papers, software or data mentioned in a citation. However, we stem from this definition of credit,
arguing that the concept of credit can be built on top of the existing infrastructure handling traditional and
data citations.
The underlying idea in [37] is that a distribution of credit from research entities (i.e., papers and data) to
other research entities through citations that connect them can be performed. Indeed, thanks to traditional
citations and now also to data citations, this distribution is finally possible between papers and data. Hence,
[37] highlights some problems that credit can solve:
1. Credit rewards research entities, such as data that to date are not (formally) recognized (this is also
one of the goals of data citation).
2. Credit can reward research entity authors similarly to what citations do.
3. Credit can reward authors in a proportionate way, taking into consideration their role in generating of
the entity – “Some journals have tried to solve this problem by requiring that the contribution of each
author be defined [...]. A technologically simple solution is to give partial credit to all authors, which
can also be done for software and data. Arguably, determining how to weight credit of the authors
may be difficult, but it should be possible”. This is something that only credit can do, since traditional
citations are atomic in nature.
4. Credit can be transitively transmitted. For example, if a paper A cites a paper B, some credit goes
from A to B. Then, if B in turn cites data contained in the database C, a fraction of the credit received
by B from A could be transitively transmitted to C. “The primary value of transitive credit is in
measuring the indirect contributions to a product, which today are not quantitatively captured”. This
9 https://www.doi.org
10 http://www.lsid.info
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is also something that only credit can do, but is possible because of the existence of a network of
citations amongst the entities.
A solution to these problems could drive more and more researchers to share and disclose their results
and data. This goal is shared with data citation, and credit can help to achieve it.
Fang in [29] presents a framework to distribute the credit generated by a paper to its authors and to the
papers in its reference list in a transitive way. Let us consider the citation graph as the graph where the
nodes are papers and the links are the citations amongst them. In this graph, every paper is a source of
credit, which is then transferred to the neighbouring nodes. The quantity of credit received by each cited
paper depends on its impact/role in the citing paper. So far, this theoretical framework is limited to papers,
but it can be easily extended to a citation graph that comprises papers and data.
Zeng et al. in [60] propose the first method designed to compute credit within a network of papers
citing data. Adopting a network flow algorithm, they simulate a random walker to estimate a score for each
dataset, leveraging real-world usage data to compute the credit.
This is a first step towards an automatic credit computation procedure. However, it is limited to assigning
credit to the whole datasets, without considering the granularity of data. Therefore, this is not a way to
assign credit to a single research entity within a dataset.
Differently from [60], we do not treat the credit computation process, but we focus on the distribution
process based on data provenance. Data provenance is a form of metadata that describes the origin and
life of data. There are several forms of provenance (lineage, why-provenance, where-provenance and howprovenance) with increasing expressive power and complexity, as described in [21]. Data citation and data
provenance are closely linked [4], since both are forms of annotations on data retrieved through queries.
In this work, we rely on lineage [26], which is a simple yet effective type of provenance. Lineage is
somehow easier to define, understand, and calculate than the other kinds of provenance. However, it proves
rather effective in showing the effects of DCD. By using lineage, we provide a first and easily interpretable
solution to the DCD issue.
As shown in [21], lineage can be computed for all kinds of relational operators. In this paper we focus on
SPJ queries: a widely-used subclass of relational queries where only the operations of selection, projection
and join are allowed [2].
3. Use Case
Our definition of DCD and all experimental analyses are based on a widely used curated database,
the IUPHAR/BPS Guide to Pharmacology [33], also known as GtoPdb. GtoPdb is a complex and well
structured relational database that contains expertly curated information about diseases, drugs in clinical
use, their cellular targets, and the mechanisms of action on the human body. The data are drawn from
high-quality pharmacological and medicinal chemistry literature. Curated and maintained by the GtoPdb
Committee and by its 96 subcommittees, it comprises a total of 512 scientists collaborating with in-house
curators. The information about who does what, meaning which scientists curated which data, can be found
in the database and employed for citation and credit distribution purposes.
While GtoPdb is relational in nature, its logical structure is hierarchical, as shown in Figure 2. The root
of the hierarchy is the database itself. The information contained in the database is organized into webpages
focused on specific diseases, targets or ligands. A single webpage contains information extracted from the
database through conjunctive queries. Thus, citing a webpage means citing the queries used to create that
webpage.
This paper discusses target families. GtoPdb’s subdivision proposes eight types of families: GPCR, Ion
channels, NHRs, Kinases, Catalytic receptors, Transporters, Enzymes and Other protein targets. Each type
contains a set of families, and each family is composed by targets, also known as receptors.
As shown in Figure 2, each node of the hierarchy corresponds to a webpage with its URL. The pages are
composed by different sections such as introduction/overview of the page, comments, the list of receptors,
genes and proteins. When available, there is also contributors page list, and a section on “How to cite this
page” containing a citation text snippet.
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Figure 2: Partial map of the GtoPdb hierarchical structure grouping the targets into families and family types.

All the webpages of the target families share the same structure as shown in Figure 3 for the “Adenosine
receptors” family. For each section, we show the content and SQL code used to retrieve the data from the
database that are used to build the section. The sections are: title, with the name of the family; overview,
briefly describing the nature of the receptors of the family; list of receptors composing the family, with a
short summary of each receptor and a link to its detailed page; comments on the family; further readings,
containing a list of related external papers; the references, i.e., the papers used by experts to validate or
support the data used in the page; and the list of subcommittee members responsible for the family and
contributors to the family content.
Each family page can therefore be considered as a full-fledged traditional publication, comprising title,
authors, abstract (overview), content, and references. Many papers in the literature cite these webpages.
What happens is that many papers in the literature use the GtoPdb’s families without including a reference
to the specific page about the cited family. They cite the data paper describing GtoPdb as a whole and thus,
the citations to the specific families turn out to be “hidden” in the citing papers. In certain circumstances,
as in the case of papers published as PDF in the British Journal of Clinical Pharmacology 11 (BJCP), the
family, ligands and receptor names have a hyperlinks pointing to the corresponding webpages in GtoPdb.
In this case, the citations to the families can be spotted and counted by using the URLs reported in the
papers.
Nevertheless, all these citations to GtoPdb webpages do not convert into credit for curators and collaborators who produced the data on the cited webpages. In most of the cases, the curators receive no
recognition for their work, at least in terms of credit coming from the citations.
For our running example, consider Table 1. This simplified version of GtoPdb illustrates of three relations:
family, contributor and contributor2family.
11 https://bpspubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/13652125
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Overview

select gft.overview
from grac_family_text gft
where gft.family_id = 3

Adenosine receptors are activated
by the endogenous…

Receptors

select o.name
from family f join receptor2family r2f
on f.family_id = r2f.family_id join receptor_basic rb on
r2f.object_id = rb.object_id join object o on
rb.object_id = o.object_id
where f.family_id = 3

• A1 receptor
• A2A receptor
• A2B receptor
• A3 receptor

Comments

Adenosine receptors
https://www.guidetopharmacology.org/GRAC/
FamilyDisplayForward?familyId=3

select gft.comments
from grac_family_text gft
where gft.family_id = 3

Adenosine inhibits many intracellular
ATP-utilising enzymes, including adenylyl
cyclase (P-site). A pseudogene exists for the
A2B adenosine receptor …

Further reading
• Borea PA, Varani K, Vincenzi F, Baraldi PG,
Tabrizi MA, Merighi S, Gessi S. (2015)
The A3 adenosine receptor: history and perspectives
. Pharmacol. Rev., 67 (1): 74-102.
…

select r.article_title, r.authors, r.year, r.pages,
r.publication, r.publisher
from family f join grac_further_reading gfr on
f.family_id = gfr.family_id join reference r
on gfr.reference_id = r.reference_id
where f.family_id = 3

References
[1] Abo-Salem OM, Hayallah AM, Bilkei-Gorzo A,
Filipek B, Zimmer A, Müller CE. (2004)
Antinociceptive effects of novel A2B adenosine
receptor antagonists. J. Pharmacol. Exp. Ther., 308
…

NC-IUPHAR subcommittee
and family contributors

select c.first_names , c.surname
from contributor2family cf join contributor c
on cf.contributor_id = c.contributor_id
where cf.family_id = 3

•Adriaan P. Ijzerman(Chairperson)
• Bertil B. Fredholm (Past chairperson)
• Kenneth A. Jacobson
• Joel Linden
…

Figure 3: Basic web-page structure of “Adenosine receptors” family (ID 3), with queries used to retrieve the information
contained in every section, except references.

The tuples of the first table represent four families in GtoPdb. Just three attributes are shown: the id,
name and family type. The table contributor contains the people who have helped to generate the data
of the database In the example, four contributors are considered. Finally, the table contributor2family
serves as a link between the families and the people who contributed to them. For instance, “John Smith”
(c1 ) contributed to “Dopamine Receptors” (f1 ) as well as to the “YANK Family” (f4 ).
4. Methods
4.1. Data Credit and the Data Credit Distribution Problem
Given a database instance, a recipient of credit corresponds to a unit of information within the same
database. In the case of relational databases, recipients may be: (i) the whole database; (ii) tables; (iii)
tuples; (iv) attributes.
Data Credit is a value k ∈ R>0 , used as a measure to represent the value of a recipient in a database.
Within a database, every recipient is annotated with a given quantity of credit, which is a proxy of its
importance. This work considers tuples as the recipients of credit.
In general, Data Credit Distribution (DCD) considers a database instance I and a query Q producing a
result set Q(I). When Q is cited, a certain amount of credit – that without loss of generality we consider as
given – is assigned to the result set Q(I). DCD consists in defining a strategy to split credit into portions
to be assigned to the tuples in I. Since tuples are set as our recipients of credit, we say that DCD operates
at the at tuple level.
Worth noting that portions of the credit may be assigned only to tuples in Q(I) – i.e., the direct recipients
of the citation – or to the tuples in Q(I) along with other tuples in I that somehow contributed to Q(I).
Data provenance is used to determine which tuples in I deserve credit and how much.
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id
f1
f2
f3
f4

family
name
Dopamine Receptors
Bile Acid Receptor
FAK Family
YANK Family
id
c1
c2
c3
c4

contributor2family
type
id
family id contributor id
gpcr
c2f1
f1
c1
gpcr
c2f2
f1
c2
enzyme
c2f3
f2
c3
enzyme
c2f4
f4
c1
contributor
Name
Country
John Smith
UK
Jim Doe
UK
Hans Zimmerman Germany
Roberta Rossi
Italy

Table 1: Example of a database composed by three tables. family includes some receptor families in the database; contributor,
with the name and country of contributors of the database; contributor2family, connecting the contributors to the families
they contributed to.

In the following, the notation used in [21] is applied. Therefore, a tuple location is defined as a tuple in
one relation of the database tagged with its name. A tuple location is indicated with (R, t), where R is the
relation in the database, and t is the tuple in R. With reference to the running example, (family, hf1 ,
Dopamine Receptors, gpcri) is the tuple location of the first tuple in the family relation. The set of all
the tuple locations in I is called TupleLoc.
DCD at tuple level is defined as follows.
Definition 4.1. Data Credit Distribution at tuple level (DCD)
Given a database instance I, a query Q over I and the value k ∈ R>0 , DCD is defined as the computation
of the function fI,Q : T upleLoc × R>0 → R≥0 such that fI,Q (t, k) = h where 0 ≤ h ≤ k and
P
t∈T upleLoc fI,Q (t, k) = k.
The process adopts a function to annotate every tuple in the database with a real value as a fraction of
a given quantity k. The only constraint of the function is that the sum of the credit fractions annotating
the tuples must be k. This implies that in the distribution no credit is created nor destroyed; if credit k is
given, we cannot distribute more or less than k to the tuples in I. Such a function is called Data Distribution
Strategy (DDS).
Given I and Q, many different DDS may be defined as long as they sum up to k. For example, a
valid DDS is the function which assigns all the credit to one tuple and gives 0 to all the others. Another
valid function uniformly distributes the credit to all the tuples in I. Despite the validity of these DDS, their
usefulness is questionable since they do not use effective criteria to reward the role of the tuples acting in the
computation of Q(I). Hence, to define a useful DDS we recur to data provenance, to lineage in particular.
4.2. Lineage
Lineage was first introduced by Cui et al. in [26] and is an example of data provenance. Data provenance
is a form of metadata associated to relational values which serves to describe the origin, the life and the
process of creation of data.
Lineage associates each tuple o ∈ Q(I) in the output of a query to a set of tuples in the input. In general,
the lineage of one tuple o is a collection of tuples that “contribute” to the creation of o, or that helped to
“produce” o [21].
The formal definition, originally presented in [26], and paraphrased in [21] for one relational operator, is
the following:
Definition 4.2. Lineage for a relational operator [21]
Let Op be any relational operator over the relations R1 , . . . , Rn . The lineage of a record o ∈ Op(R1 , . . . , Rn )
is a sequence hR10 , . . . , Rn0 i of subsets Ri0 ⊆ Ri , such that:
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1. Op(R10 , . . . , Rn0 ) = {o}.
0
, {t}, . . . , Rn0 ) 6= ∅.
2. ∀i ∈ [1, n] and ∀ t ∈ Ri0 , Op(R10 , . . . , Ri−1
0
0
3. hR1 , . . . , Rn i is the maximal sequence of subsets of R1 , . . . , Rn which satisfies (1) and (2).
In other words, the lineage is a sequence hR10 , . . . , Rn0 i, that is, a set of tuples taken from the input
database. This set enables the operation to actually return the tuple o (condition 1). It does not contain
useless tuples (condition 2) and it is maximal among all the possible sets that satisfy condition 1 and 2: in
the input dataset there are no other tuples that contribute to the production of o (condition 3). It is worthy
to point out here that lineage is tuple-based, it is defined for one tuple of the output at a time.
For complex queries, composed of a sequence of more than one relational operator, the lineage is defined
inductively [21].
Definition 4.3. Lineage for a view [21]
Let Op1 ◦ . . . ◦ Opn be a relational algebra query, where Opi , with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a relational operator. Let I
be a database instance; V the resulting output of the query Op2 ◦ . . . ◦ Opn to I, and o a tuple in V . The
lineage of o with respect to Op1 ◦ . . . ◦ Opn is an I ∗ ⊆ I such as:
1. I ∗ is the lineage of a sub-instance V ∗ of V in I according to Op2 ◦ . . . ◦ Opn .
2. V ∗ is the lineage of t in V according to Op1 .
To give an idea of what can happen with the lineage of tuples, consider the following SQL query: it asks
all the family names in our example database, curated by researchers based in the United Kingdom (UK):
SELECT f.name
FROM family AS f JOIN contributor2family AS c2f ON f.id = c2f.family_id
JOIN contributor AS c ON c2f.contributor_id = c.id
WHERE c.country = ’UK’
id
o1
o2

name
Dopamine Receptors
YANK Family

lineage
{f1 , c2f1 , c1 , c2f2 , c2 }
{f4 , c2f4 , c1 }

Table 2: Result of a SQL query applied on the database of Table 1, asking the names of the families curated by a researcher
based in the UK. The id attribute is added to help identify the two tuples. Every tuple is annotated with its lineage.

Table 2 reports the query result. The result is composed of two tuples. The attribute id is added by us
to easily identify them.
For tuple o1 , the lineage is the set {f1 , c2f1 , c1 , c2f2 , c2 }, since the tuple f1 was joined with c2f1 and
then with c1 , but also with c2f2 and c2 . For tuple o2 , instead, the lineage is {f4 , c2f4 , c1 }. As can be seen,
the two tuples of the output present different lineages.
4.3. A Lineage-based Distribution Strategy
With the information provided by the lineage, we define the following DDS.
Definition 4.4. Lineage-based Distribution Strategy
Let I be a database instance, Q a query over I, o ∈ Q(I) an output tuple and k the credit associated to o.
Let L be the lineage of o and t be a generic tuple in I. t receives a credit equal to:
(
0
if t ∈
/L
fI,Q (t, k) = k
if t ∈ L
|L|
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Note that, since lineage is tuple-based, this DDS is not defined for the whole output Q(I), but only for
one tuple o at a time. This highlights that if we use a tuple-based provenance like the lineage to perform
DCD, one function is not sufficient. We need many CDS, one for each tuple in Q(I). Every output tuple
presents its lineage, thus defining its own CDS. Tuples with the same lineage will obviously have the same
CDS.
The total credit of the output Q(I) is first divided among the output tuples. Then, a DDS is defined for
every tuple to distribute its credit portion. In our paper we assumed that every output tuple carries credit
equal to 1.
In our experiments we only focus on SPJ queries. However lineage can also be computed for unions,
rename and aggregation queries [21, 59]. Therefore, DCD via lineage can also be performed with these kinds
of queries, and not only with SPJ. This lineage-based CDS distributes credit only among tuples that have
a role, whichever it is, in the creation of o by the query Q. These tuples receive an equal share of credit.
As an example, consider the output tuples of Table 2. As said, every tuple has credit k = 1. The
lineage of the first tuple is the set {f1 , c2f1 , c1 , c2f2 , c2 }. Therefore, each tuple in this set receives credit 1/5.
The other tuples of the database receive credit 0. The lineage of the second output tuple is {f4 , c2f4 , c1 }.
Therefore each of these tuples receive credit 1/3.
At the end of the process, tuples f1 , c2f2 , c2 all have credit 1/5, tuples f4 and c2f4 have credit 1/3, while
tuple c1 has credit 8/15. All the other tuples of the database have no credit.
Tuples used together with others must share the credit. More tuples in the lineage means less credit given
to each one. If one tuple appears in more lineages, it will accumulate more credit from different sources,
implying its relevance in building the output.
Arguably, in the case of o1 , not all of the tuples of its lineage are necessary at the same time for its
generation. For example, if the database only had the set of tuples {f1 , c2f1 , c1 } or the set {f1 , c2f2 , c2 }, the
existence of o1 would still be guaranteed. In other words, only one among the couples of tuples hc2f1 , c1 i
and hc2f2 , c2 i is really necessary, while f1 is absolutely mandatory. In this sense, one could argue that it
would be fairer for f1 to receive more credit than the other four tuples.
This highlights the limitation of the lineage. While able to find all and only the relevant tuples of an
output, it is unable to distinguish the importance of tuples in the query computations. This information
could be incorporated in the definition of a DDS in order to distribute credit based on the actual role that
tuples play in the computation.
For this reason, more sophisticated and complex forms of provenances are defined for relational databases,
such as why-provenance [16] and how-provenance [32]. Such forms of provenance are more complex and
difficult to interpret than lineage. Hence, they do not seem to be the best choice to introduce and make
DCD understandable.
Nonetheless, any type of provenance is suitable to be used for DCD. Provenance is required because
simply distributing the credit to the tuples that appear in the final result set obtained by the query presents
many limitations. The central one is that it is often the case that many tuples that are used by a query are
not visualized in the final result set. It happens, for example, when one tuple A is joined with a tuple B and
a further projection operation keeps only attributes of B. Hence, tuple A is not present in the final output,
even though it was used by the query. If this strategy was followed, tuple A (and its creators/curators)
would not receive any credit.
Moreover, provenance is fundamental also for aggregation queries. As an example, these are queries
containing a sum operator, which sums all the values of one column. We do not specifically treat these types
of queries in this paper since they are not SPJ, but it is still possible to compute their lineage [21]. These
queries produce outputs with data that are not contained in the original database since they are the product
of a computation on the original data. In this case, the simple strategy to only reward the data that appear
in the output does not allow the assignment of any credit, since the output data was never present in the
input database in the first place. Lineage, as a form of provenance, deals with all these problems and enables
us to define a sensible Distribution Strategy.
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5. Experimental Evaluation
5.1. Experimental Setup: Definition of the Queries
Using provenance, DCD can be performed on any type of query, as long as its output provenance can
be computed. With lineage, DCD can be executed with any type of SPJ query also combined with rename,
union and aggregation. Lineages of such queries output can, in fact, be computed [21, 59].
This paper considers the IUPHAR/BPS Guide to Pharmacology Database (GtoPdb) as use case. As
stated above, GtoPdb is a relational curated database which contains information about targets (also called
receptors), diseases and ligands. In particular, as shown in Figure 2, the information of the database is
organized on webpages, which, in turn, are hierarchically set up.
To describe GtoPdb’s main features, let us focus on targets. Webpages about targets (at the bottom
of the hierarchy) are grouped into target families, belonging to different types of families. A type can
therefore be considered as a set of families. GtoPdb identifies eight family types: GPCR, Ion channels,
NHRs, Kinases, Catalytic receptors, Transporters, Enzymes and Other protein targets.
When a paper uses data from GtoPdb, it can cite the full database, the family Webpage of interest or
a subset of data extracted with a query. In this work we consider a full-fledged data citation context in
which papers cite the specific data subset of interest and not the Webpage or the full database acting as
data proxies.
Therefore, when a paper cites a family data, it is actually citing a set of queries needed to retrieve all the
information provided by the family webpage, i.e. one query for each section composing a page, as depicted in
Figure 3. The figure maps the structure of one family, “Adenosine receptors”, and the queries to obtain the
information to build the corresponding page, apart from the list of references. In GtoPdb, all family pages
share a similar structure (the only differences may be the presence/absence and length of the receptors lists,
further readings and contributors sections). The same queries are therefore used to build all other pages by
simply changing the family id (which, in our example, is 3). All these queries are SPJ.
Our evaluation considers two synthetic scenarios where two citation distributions from papers to GtoPdb
families were artificially created, and one real scenario where real citations from papers to families were
collected.
5.2. Synthetic Scenario: Uniform Distribution
Our first set of experiments considers the case in which the data of every family is cited only once. This
is what we call the “uniform distribution scenario”. The goal of such experiments is to show how credit
distributes itself in the database depending on the queries issued.
We automatically built the queries that create every target family contained in GtoPdb, similar to
those in Figure 3. Queries were then divided into eight classes, corresponding to the eight family types in
GtoPdb. One type at a time, we executed every query of that type and collected the results. Without loss
of generality, we set the credit value k to one (i.e., k = 1) for every tuple in a query output. To compute
the query lineage, we adopted the system used and shared by [59].
Our results, illustrated in Figure 4, report the heat-maps of three tables of GtoPdb – family, receptor_basic
and contributor – for two family types: GPCR and enzymes. The two are among the most common families
in GtoPdb. GPCR, as we will see, highlights a high collaboration rate among the authors, i.e. many of the
authors who contributed to the families in GtoPdb also contributed to at least one GPCR family. Enzymes
type is one of the biggest set among the types of GtoPdb, and enables us to show how this influences the
distribution of credit in different areas of the database.
The Table family contains basic information on all GtoPdb families, such as id, name and type. Similarly,
table receptor_basic contains general information about all GtoPdb receptors. Finally, contributor
contains information about all the GtoPdb contributors, such as names, roles and associations.
Heat-maps can be viewed as matrices, where each cell corresponds to one tuple, and the tuples are
organized in a column-major order. Every tuple has a credit value which determines the color of the
corresponding cell in the heat-map: the more intense the color of the cell, the higher the credit given to the
tuple.
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GPCR

family

receptor_basic

contributor

enzymes

family

receptor_basic

contributor

Figure 4: Heat-maps obtained from three tables (family, receptor basic and contributor) with a uniform distribution – every
family had 1 citation. Two families are represented: GPCR and enzymes.
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Let us focus on the top part of Figure 4 related to GPCR. The first thing one notices from the heat-map
is that, in the table family, only tuples corresponding to GPCR families received credit and are therefore
highlighted. Therefore, no other family types are used for the computation of GPCR families. Consequently,
when citing GPCR family-related data, no other family receives credit.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that some GPCR tuples receive more credit than others. This
can be explained by considering the queries where the table family is used. The queries retrieve: (i) the
receptors of one family and (ii) the list of further readings. The longer the two lists for one family, the
higher the number of tuples in the queries result and the more the credit that is generated and distributed.
Hence, the more receptors and related readings a family possesses, the more credit it should receive.
The above is a direct consequence of the strategy which assigns credit one to every output tuple. The
queries that generate the greatest output in terms of tuples number are also the most rewarded with credit.
The heat-map therefore describes the volume of information contained in each family. Families with
higher credit have more content. The same is true for the table family of the enzyme type. Here, different
tuples of the table are highlighted, since different families belong to this type. They are also greater in
number than those in the GPCR family. However, if we focus on the credit assigned, GPCR families
generally have more credit (e.g., the family with identifier 16 gets a credit of 22), while those of the enzyme
family receive less (they never get more than 6). Note that credit values have no meaning in absolute terms
but, to establish which family gets more credit, they should be compared.
For the receptor_basic table in the GPCR scenario, credit is uniformly distributed over all the tuples
that have a role in the GPCR families: the cell color is quite uniform. This means that all these receptors
are found in one and only one family, and receive the same quantity of credit only once. In this case, the
heat-map reveals which receptors belong to the GPCR families.
Looking closely, six receptors get more credit than the others (i.e., darker cells in the heat-map). These
receptors (such as the GP R55, identifier 109), belong to two different families (in the case of GP R55, family
16 and 114), as they present similarities or traits that make cataloguing into only one family difficult. In
this sense, the heat-map is also a useful tool to quickly spot receptors that belong to more than one family.
The same is true for the Enzymes, where more receptors belong to two or more families.
Let us conclude with the contributor table. For both GPCR and Enzymes, the heat-maps highlight the
authors that have contributed to the corresponding families. As for GPCR, many more authors contributed
to the pages of this family than the page on Enzymes, since almost all the tuples in the table have non-zero
credit. However, some contributors get more credit than others. In particular, the three cells with intense
color show the contributors with high credit since they contributed to more than one family, receiving credit
from more than one query. The heat-map can be regarded as an indicator of how much work a contributor
has done within the GPCR families. For instance, one author is a curator in sixteen different families,
therefore obtaining the highest credit.
The Enzymes case is similar, with fewer authors contributing to Enzymes than to GPCR, but on average
having a higher credit. As can be seen in fact, there are many white cells (without credit), but several have
an intense color. This means that fewer authors work on Enzymes, and they often work together sharing
the same quantity of credit. Moreover, the overall credit for Enzymes is lower than for GPCR even though
there are more pages. This means that there is less information on the pages, and therefore less credit to
be distributed.
The synthetic scenario also illustrates how credit distribution highlights different parts of the database
that belong to different regions, corresponding to different families. Moreover, based on the queries used for
credit distribution, different heat-maps can be interpreted specifically. In the case of family, the uniform
distribution of credit allows us to find pages that contain more raw information (in our case, more receptors
and related works). In receptor_basic, the receptors belonging to more families can be identified. While
in contributor, we identify the authors who contributed to a specific topic, and to what extent.
5.3. Synthetic Scenario: Pareto Distribution
The second synthetic scenario expands the real-world case where a few resources are cited several times
while many others are never cited or just once. A Pareto distribution is used to generate the number of
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Figure 5: Heat-maps obtained from three tables (family, receptor˙basic and contributor) with a Pareto distribution of scale 0.9
and shape 0.95. Two families are represented: GPCR and enzymes.
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times each family is cited (therefore the number of times the corresponding queries are issued). Every time
a query is issued, corresponding credit is distributed.
The adopted Pareto Distribution is implemented in the Apache commons library 12 . The probability
distribution of the random variable x is defined as follows:
( α
αk
x≥k
α+1
fX (x) = x
0
x<k
where k is the scale parameter and α is the shape parameter or also tail parameter. The scale parameter
defines the minimum values produced by the distribution with a non-zero probability. Tail parameter
describes the shape of the distribution. The higher α, the faster the distribution converges to zero (the less
probable it is to obtain higher values).
For every family a value x is generated from the distribution, and we considered dxe as the number of
citations received by that family. We set k = 0.9 and α = 0.95. k guarantees that every page has at least
one citation (so there are not families with zero citations). With α = 0.95 a fair and contained number of
families received many citations. We set thirty as citation threshold for a single family. Therefore, every
time the distribution returned a value higher than thirty, it was cut to thirty.
After computing the citation numbers, we distributed the credit as many times as indicated. For instance,
if a webpage receives five citations, the queries returning the data on the family were used five times in credit
distribution.
Figure 5 shows the heat-maps obtained with this distribution. Starting from the GPCR family, the
maximum level of credit reached by one tuple is much higher (more than 140, against the value 20 obtained
with the uniform distribution) as many more queries were issued in this case.
According to Pareto Distribution, only certain families receive many queries, the rest obtain only few
citations. We still see all the GPCR-related tuples highlighted in the family table as in the Uniform
Distribution case (Figure 4). Yet, many of them now belong to the lower-part of the spectrum, whereas a
few get high credit value.
Credit assumes another role using Pareto distribution, since it is more sensitive to the information of
the tuples in the database. In fact, the tuples that correspond to information cited more frequently may
be considered more important in this context, and are rewarded with more credit than the others. The
quantity of credit they are annotated becomes a proxy of their importance, as recognized by the research
community.
Similar observations are true for the other tables in the figure. In particular, receptor basic does not
present a “uniform” credit distribution among the tuples as before. The Pareto Distribution rewards certain
receptors more than others, depending on their relation to the families that obtain a higher reward. In this
simulation, credit is therefore given to receptors that the research community considers more important.
Similarly, for the contributor table, there is a change in distribution compared to the one obtained
through Uniform Distribution in Figure 4. Authors are not rewarded for their role in creating certain types
of pages, but for the recognition, on the part of the research community, of their work. Since their names
appear on the pages they have curated, the more a page is cited, the more the authors are rewarded. The
authors that receive more credit are not necessarily those with more pages in their curriculum, but the ones
whose pages were used more, thus producing more credit by the community. With credit distribution, some
authors are credited even though the data they have helped to generate is not cited directly, but used to
produce the cited data.
This new distribution allows us to highlight how credit, depending on the situation, can be used to infer
different information on the roles of tuples and agents within a database.
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Figure 6: Heat-maps obtained from three relations (family, receptor basic and contributor) with the distribution produced
from the papers citing GtoPdb 2018.

5.4. Real Scenario: Distribution Generated From Papers
As already stated, many papers that draw information from the GtoPdb website13 cite papers published every two years by the GtoPdb Committee on Receptor Nomenclature and Drug Classification (NCIUPHAR). To obtain a set of citations capable of representing what actually happens, we consider a paper
subset citing the 2018 GtoPdb [33] data paper. At the time of writing this paper received more than 900
citations.
As explained in Section 3, in the papers published in the British Journal of Clinical Pharmacology
(BJCP), which cite GtoPdb, the name of families are hyperlinks that point to the corresponding webpages
in GtoPdb. We considered all the 460 papers in BJCP citing [33] as of February 2020. URL references
to family pages were automatically extracted to guide in building the queries to produce corresponding
webpages. A total of 5, 945 different queries were built in this way. 14
12 https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-math/javadocs/api-3.4/org/apache/commons/math3/distribution/
ParetoDistribution.html
13 https://www.guidetopharmacology.org
14 For reproducibility purposes, the code we used for our experiments and all the produced queries can be found at the
following link: https://bitbucket.org/dennis_dosso/credit_distribution_project.
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Figure 7: Bar plots representing the quantity of credit and citations respectively received by the authors of virtual documents
and by virtual documents. All the quantities were normalized between 0 and 1.

Figure 6 shows heat-maps obtained by credit distribution performed using the queries described above.
As it can be seen, the families are not treated separately, since the queries are citing pages from all eight
family types of GtoPdb. Heat-maps are therefore representing the distribution of credit defined by the
research community that cited the latest available version of GtoPdb.
Focusing on family, it is apparent that our experiment with the Pareto Distribution is actually rather
accurate in depicting the credit distribution trend in the real-world. The distribution in Figure 6, shows
a few tuples with a high credit and many others with almost no credit. A very similar one was obtained
with Pareto Distribution and it seems that the α parameter is even higher in reality than in our synthetic
hypotheses; the real citation distribution is more skewed than in the synthetic case we created. This means
that in the real case fewer tuples compared to the one of the Pareto Distribution receive almost all the
credit.
In the contributor table very few authors receive high credit, as they correspond to the more cited
families in the considered papers. Since these pages receive most of the credit, the corresponding tuples in
contributor also receive a great quantity of credit.
Credit therefore adapts to the different ways in which citations are distributed, becoming an effective
and immediate tool to find the tuples highly used and valued by the research community.
Our last set of experiments still uses real-world distribution from BJCP, now changing the level of
granularity. So far we have considered data at tuple level, i.e. every tuple was a potential recipient of
credit. Now, every family in GtoPdb is considered as one full-fledged paper. As already mentioned, this
is a sensible choice because every GtoPdb family is represented as a webpage with the characteristics of a
standard publication. The pages of GtoPdb are therefore now considered as publications of a journal, which
is the whole database. We call these publications virtual papers and consider them as recipients of credit.
Every time a paper from BJCP refers to one GtoPdb family, that reference becomes a citation to the
corresponding virtual paper. Every time a family is cited, the virtual paper receives a new citation and all
the credit generated by the set of queries used to create the corresponding webpage.
Since every family has its set of contributors, the latter are considered as the authors of the virtual
paper. This implies that whenever a virtual paper is cited, every author receives one citation. Every time
some credit is allocated to a paper, that credit is equally distributed to the authors. Up until now, credit
was allocated solely to the data, but nothing prevents us to assign it to the authors of that data as well.
This possibility was already raised in [37]. In this case, we assume that every author equally contributed to
one family.
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Such process differs from that of credit distribution to the tuples in the contributor table in Figures
4, 5 and 6. In those cases, authors correspond to tuples in a table used by a query. They therefore receive
credit being part of a computation. In this case we are closer to traditional citations among papers. First we
attribute credit to a virtual paper of one family and that same credit is equally distributed to the authors
of that paper.
In this experiment the number of citations and the quantity of credit given to each virtual paper and to
each author have been counted. Dividing by the highest value of citations and credit obtained by an entity
(a paper or an author), we normalized and compared them.
Figure 7 shows a first comparison between the two metrics. Figure 7.a represents the authors on the
y-axis (more than 500 for all the GtoPdb families), and number of citations and of credit on the x-axis. As
we can see, there is a non-negligible correlation between the two measures and it is easily comprehensible:
the more one author is cited, the more s/he will receive credit. The linear correlation among citations and
credit for authors is 0.62, with a p-value of 2.07·10−54 ; while Kendall’s tau correlation is 0.75, with a p-value
of 2.06 · 10−124 . This confirms a high correlation between citation and credit distributions.
A similar observation seems true for the virtual papers in Figure 7.b. The more a paper is cited, the more
credit it receives. In this case, the linear correlation between the two is 0.74, with a p-value of 3.05 · 10−39 ;
the Kendall’s tau correlation is 0.59, with a p-value of 1.55 · 10−41 .
Figure 8 shows how credit can highlight certain aspects of an author’s role whereas the information
generated by citations cannot. A radar plot illustrates the top 10 authors, ranked by the number of citations
they received from papers citing GtoPdb, together with their credit (all values are normalized between 0
and 1). The identifiers in the figure are randomly given to the authors to anonymize them. In the case of
papers, they correspond to the identifiers of the respective families.
The first six authors in Figure 8.a (who worked together in the same family) receive most of the citations,
while the others just a few. However, even these particularly successful authors do not get a very high credit,
since it must be divided among themselves. Additionally, the quantity of credit generated from their citations
is not that high enough to guarantee a top ranking credit position.
This key aspect distinguishes credit distribution from citations counting. In fact, as already stated, these
experiments have the underlying assumption that every tuple of the output carries is assigned with credit
equal to one. This implies that the larger the query result (|Q(I)|), the higher the credit that will be be
distributed. Credit is therefore also sensitive to the quantity of information cited, not only for it being
cited or not. The more one author is cited, the more credit s/he receives. But this is not all. If an author
contributes to a query output that carries a lot of credit, s/he will receive more credit than an author who
contributes to data that carries less credit.
Moreover, the more an author shares the effort with other authors, the less credit s/he will receive.
Therefore authors who worked individually without sharing their effort receive more credit, as reward for
their effort.
Figure 8.b points the top-10 credited authors, who are not necessarily also the top-10 cited authors.
Credit in such case recognize the authors role in work which is cited fewer times, but pivotal in terms of
results and impact within the reference community. This type of crediting gives a different point of view on
the roles and contributions of authors.
Similar observations can be made for Figure 8.c and 8.d. where we consider the top-10 virtual papers in
terms of citations and credit. In 8.c the top virtual documents do not always have the highest credit. These
documents correspond to families with less information, i.e. are composed of less tuples, thus generating
less credit, despite the many citations.
On the other hand, as shown in Figure 8.d, virtual papers with high credit do not necessarily get the
highest number of citations. These papers correspond to families with many tuples, which therefore generate
a lot of credit every time they are cited.
6. Discussion
More characteristics of credit. While the experiments disclosed the many characteristics of credit and their
difference from citations, some critical aspects should nonetheless be pointed out. Due to the conditions in
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Figure 8: Radar Plots representing the top 10 authors by their citations together with their credit (a); the top 10 authors by
their credit together their citations (b), the top 10 virtual papers by their citations, together with their credit (c) and the top
10 virtual papers by their credit together with their credit. All values are normalized between 0 and 1.

which these experiments were set, in particular the nature of GtoPdb and the queries we used, some aspects
of credit may not be evident as shown below:
1. There may be cases where a query output displays only part of the information which is used by the
query itself. Certain query operators may project out information contained in tuples which were used
for joins. Another case may refer to aggregations, such as the sum. In this way, many tuples may
be used, but none displayed to the user nor cited. Credit can therefore reward information which is
not visible in the query output. If it were not for credit distribution, this information and its authors
would never been rewarded.
2. Credit can be assigned through different strategies. For instance, a particularly useful tuple for the
results of a citing paper can bring more credit than a tuple which is only mentioned as an example.
This means that credit not only reflects the quantity of work which is used, but also how it is used.
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This is not the case with citations, since every paper in the reference list of a citing paper always
receives one citation, no matter how it is used. Credit instead can be adapted to reflect the role of
data within a citing paper.
3. One output tuple might be generated using many different tuples, thus its lineage is quite big. Using
the DDS proposed in this paper, the tuples of the lineage equally share the credit. The bigger the
cardinality of the lineage of an output tuple, the less credit the single tuples receive. This may not
be the best outcome, in particular when the output tuple is the result of a complex query and has an
important role in the citing source. In this paper, we assumed k = 1 for each output tuple simply to
achieve a relative simplicity in our discussion, without deviating too much from the main focus, i.e.
the distribution process. The decision of the quantity of credit carried by one tuple is a problem by
itself, one which is not discussed in this paper, since it presents various aspects that have their own
research dignity. A solution to this problem can be achieved by modifying the quantity k of credit
carried by a specific output tuple to more accurately reflect its importance in the context of the query.
About other types of databases. We focused on credit distribution on curated RDBs. Even so research is also
carried out by using data stored in other forms of databases, such as RDF and XML databases. Moreover, on
one of its latest report, the RDA WG on Data Citation reported that there is an enormous amount of CSV
data in the world of research that represent a challenge for Data Citation [51]. CSV files and spreadsheets are
not databases in a strict and formal sense; however, they do not represent a particularly difficult challenge.
A CSV file, or more generally a spreadsheet, could be seen as one unique relational table, where the rows
are the tuples and the columns represent the single attributes. A query over a CSV file is usually a selection
of rows and columns, which can be easily converted into one or more SQL queries composed by selection
and projection operators. Therefore, the proposed DCD methodology can be easily adapted to work with
CSV files.
For RDF databases it is often the case that they are stored in relational databases composed of one
unique table, made of three attributes: subject, predicate, and object. Other, more sophisticated solutions
are also adopted, which still rely on relational databases [56]. In this case, a SPARQL query (the standard
structured query language for RDF datasets [46]) can still be converted, through careful transformations, in
an equivalent SQL query on a relational database [52]. This still provides all the means to distribute data
credit. This case is thus less straightforward with respect to CSV files, but the implementation of DCD on
RDF databases is still possible without developing specific techniques.
It is also the case that there are other curated RDF databases that are exposed to the users through
Webpages, like DisGeNET15 [49], Eagle-i 16 or UniProt 17 . For instance, DisGeNET is a database containing
information about genes and the diseases that they cause and, while it exposes a SPARQL endpoint where
users can directly query the database, it also can be accessed through a web interface and search and browse
functionalities. One example of a DisGeNET Webpage, similar in structure to the ones of GtoPdb, is for
example https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/medgen/C0027651 for “Neoplasm”. This makes this database
very similar to GtoPdb in this regard. DisGeNET also presents an SQLite and CSV version, making even
easier to implement our strategy using what is already proposed in the present work.
For citations to XML databases, if they follow the RDA guidelines [51], it is possible to get the queries
(e.g. a WQuery) corresponding to the citations and the version of the database where the query was
computed. Thus, two of the main components of DCD are present: the database and the query. What is
missing is a form of data provenance, such as the lineage. Since there are forms of lineage for XQuery on
XML databases [55], and others can be produced, it is actually possible to map DCD on XML datasets. The
basic mechanism and guidelines of DCD presented in the paper remain the same, and they can be followed
to implement new Distribution Strategies on different types of databases.
This means that, no matter the type of the database, it is still possible to extend and implement DCD
to other databases with a relative small effort once the basic guidelines expressed by the RDA WG (or also
from the CODATA [22] and FORCE 11 [41] initiatives) are followed.
15 www.disgenet.org/
16 https://www.eagle-i.net/
17 https://www.uniprot.org/
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On the variability and quality of data. One of the main differences between data and traditional papers is
the higher variability of datasets. Data are updated more frequently than published papers, and thus may
present many different versions. Citations to datasets are harder to be dealt with since it is not always
evident how and if a citation should be transferred from one version to the other. On the other hand, credit,
being assigned to single tuples, can be “propagated” from one version of the dataset to another by merely
maintaining the credit to the tuples that were not updated, and designing functions to update the credit
assigned to tuples that were changed.
Also, as noted in [42], the introduction of new methods for peer-review of datasets can increase the
trustworthiness and the value of individual datasets and strengthen research findings. However, there are
still questions about the right place of data in the value chain of scholarship, at what point in their life cycle
the review should occur, and what concretely means to peer review data [12, 42]. There is no clear, shared,
and universally accepted way to peer-review data that can guarantee the quality of data itself. There are
not ranking systems for data venues, e.g., repositories. Thus we cannot infer the quality of a database from
where it is published. Data credit, together with data citations, can work as an indirect means to assess the
quality of data. The impact a particular dataset, or part of it, may function as an indicator of how much
the research community is finding that data reliable or authoritative.
Limitations. DCD is a new tool built on top of the mechanisms of Data Citations. More precisely, to be
implemented effectively, DCD needs: a database, a query, its output, and the provenance of the output.
In the current world of research it is often the case that researchers do not follow an optimal data citation
behavior. These misbehaviors may manifest themselves in different ways, and cause different problems in
the DCD pipeline and more in general to data citation.
One example is when authors publish their data in local repositories, which are not accessible or do not
follow the data citation guidelines. Another example is when researchers publish their data as unstructured
files that cannot be queried. In these cases there is not much that we can do to perform DCD because the
data are in the first place not properly citable.
In other cases, when writing a paper researchers do not cite data or limit themselves to cite the whole
database instead of the data subset that they actually used. Without a query it is not possible to perform
Credit Distribution. However, it is often the case, as shown in Section 5.4, that useful information can be
inferred from the citing paper to build the original query producing the used data. In the case of the BJCP
papers we were able to extract the URLs of the GtoPdb Webpages and, with them, reverse-engineer the
queries that build the corresponding Webpages. In other cases it can still be possible to infer the queries
from other types of information, such as keywords contained in the text. This strategy can be applied to all
the papers citing the databases discussed in Section 2 which follow the RDA specifications.
More importantly, the more data citation becomes a shared practice, the more the queries used by
researchers are accessible. This will also pave the way for DCD and make these inference practices less and
less necessary.
Our work is placed in a series of efforts toward a better understanding and adoption of data citation
practices by research communities; we focused on life science communities and data because in this realm
data citation is more present than in other domains such as the humanities.
7. Conclusions and Future Works
This paper defines Data Credit Distribution (DCD) for relational databases. Given a database instance
I and a query Q, DCD takes as input its result set Q(I) and a real positive value k called credit. Fractions
of k are distributed to data in I which plays a role in generating Q(I). Since this work considers relational
databases, queries are written in SQL. When dealing with about data, we refer to tables and tuples of a
database.
A methodology to solve this problem has been defined through the use of lineage, that is a kind of
data provenance method for relational databases. The lineage method helps define a function called Credit
Distribution Strategy (CDS), to solve DCD. The CDS proposed herein equally distributes credit to all tuples
that have a role in generating a query result set.
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We have designed a system that implements the CDS function and tested it on GtoPdb, a widely-used
curated relational database. GtoPdb provides data via a website with a hierarchical organization where each
webpage represents a “family”. In turn, such content is generated by issuing a number of queries on the
database. Citing a family webpage is a proxy of citing the output of queries used in generating the family
webpage.
Different groups of queries were identified to select data from the database. These queries identify
families of receptors in the dataset and all related information (name, overview, list of receptors, references,
comments, curators). We then used these queries to simulate different DCD scenarios: two synthetic and
one based on real data citations.
In the first synthetic scenario (i.e., uniform distribution), we consider that every GtoPdb family is cited
one and only one time, meaning that all the queries used to create family webpages are issued only once.
The paper shows how credit can highlight parts of the database that cover a certain topic instead of
another.
The second synthetic scenario simulates the case of cited webpages following a Pareto distribution. In
this typical “power law” condition, a few resources are highly cited, while many others have limited or no
citations. In this scenario, credit rewards the tuples that correspond to more frequently issued queries, and
to the tuples that correspond to queries that generate high volume of data.
The real scenario considers a set of papers belonging to the British Journal of Clinical Pharmacology
that cite families in GtoPdb. Every time a query is used in a given paper, we count a citation going
from such paper to the data generated by the query. More than five thousands citations from papers to
GtoPdb families were collected. We then distributed the credit generated by the citations to the tuples of
the database and to the related authors.
Even though credit and citations count are correlated measures, credit behaves differently from citation
count, offering new perspectives to evaluate the impact of both data and authors. Credit has different
applications depending on the way it is employed. When a uniform distribution is applied, it can highlight
parts of the database related to certain “topics”. Database “hotspots” can be highlighted when tuples are
particularly used by a set of queries.
Differently from classical counting of citations, credit directly rewards all tuples (and their authors) that
contribute to produce cited data, even those that are not in the output itself. Moreover, it can be used to
proportionately reward tuples with a prominent role in a set of queries. In fact, the more a tuple is used,
the more it is rewarded.
In this paper, we assumed that every output tuple carries credit equal to one as a starting point for the
distribution. Different assumptions and algorithms for the computation of the credit on the output tuples
are possible. For instance, these algorithms may take into account the role of cited data in a paper and
weight credit differently among output tuples.
What emerges is that the more an information is useful for a paper, the more credit it produces and
distributes. Hence, credit takes the impact of cited data into account.
Credit can also be distributed to the authors of the cited entity, be it paper or data. When citing a
paper, every author of that paper receives one citation. Credit, instead, can also be distributed among the
authors of the cited entity, emphasizing their specific role in that entity.
In this work, we decided to equally distributed credit to the authors of a cited entity. But, even in
this case, different strategies can be followed. It is however true that the more authors a cited entity has,
the more the credit will be shared, therefore reducing their individual payoff. Having shared the effort in
producing a final output, they will be less rewarded than the author that alone is responsible for a paper or
some data.
We have shown that credit differs from citations in this context as well. Certain authors receive more
credit than others with more citations because their cited contributions generate more credit, rewarding
them more.
All of the above suggests that credit can be an effective new tool, used alongside traditional paper and
data citations, to better understand the role and impact of cited entities and authors in the literature. Credit
can be the base of new bibliometrics, which not only take into account wether a research entity is cited or
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not (as in traditional citations), but also specifies: (i) the role of the cited entity in the citing ones; (ii) all
the elements that contributed in generating the cited entity, not only the visible ones in the entity itself;
and, (iii) the authors’ roles in producing the information that generated the cited entity.
Future work will focus on developing new Data Distribution Strategies using different kinds of data
provenance, in particular why and how-provenance. They are more sophisticated forms of provenance,
and take into account why and how data was used when generating information. With such additional
information, credit distribution will undoubtedly be richer, more sophisticated and potentially more fair.
While this paper was centered on a tuple level, our plan is to also work at the attribute level. To do so,
new forms of attribute-based provenance, such as where-provenance [16], will be tested and developed.
We also intend to explore different databases, like UNIPROT, which contains cases of data citing papers
and data citing data. Graphs where papers and data can interchangeably cite one another can therefore
be designed. Potential paths, through which credit can be transitively transmitted, can also be created
to study the propagation of the influence of a database or a paper within a chain of citations, as already
hypothesized in other papers.
Moreover, we will study new possibilities for bibliometrics based on credit uses in tandem with more classical measures such as impact factor and h-index. New bibliometrics can therefore lead to better recognition
of the role of data and authors in the scientific literature.
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